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WEBSITE ASSESSMENT
is your website hurting your business?

a guide for business owners
Learn how to improve your business website to convert

more visitors to paying customers and clients



                 our website is a key point of

contact between you and your target

market. For many of us business

owners, our websites are our

storefronts, so when there are key

elements missing from our sites, our

business can suffer — unfortunately

resulting in declining sales and missed

opportunities.

 

If you’re looking to improve your

website — or wondering why visitors

aren’t converting to paying clients or

customers — there are several things

you should take into consideration to

determine whether or not your site is

hurting your business. I know what

works well for increasing conversion

rates, traffic and overall user-

experience…and what doesn’t.

 

To help you run a thorough assessment

of your current website, I’ve created this

Website Assessment Guide just for you!

Use the following checklists to help you

determine what's going well right now,

and what you need to improve moving

forward.

 

Y
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Navigation + User Experience
Is my site easy to navigate, organized, and free

of clutter?

 
Does my site load within seconds, with no lag

time when scrolling or visiting other pages?

 
Are my primary and secondary navigation

menus easy to locate?

 

Branding
Do I have a cohesive color palette, font

combinations and on-brand images?

 

Does my branding complement -- not distract

from -- the content on my site?

 

Is my logo clearly visible?

 
Are my current fonts easy to read and kept to a

minimum?

 

Newsletter Opt-In(s)
Do I have an opt-in form with a valuable offer to

collect subscribers for my mailing list?

 

Footer
Does my footer include a copyright notice, social

media links, footer navigation and privacy policy?

 

Cookie Notice
Do I have a cookie notice (usually in the form of a

pop-up) on my site?

 

 

YES                    NEEDS WORK                    NO

Site Wide Criteria
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Copy
Is my copy (aka written content) clear, easy to

understand and written with my target market in

mind?

 

Images
Are my images of high quality?

 

Are sourced images from trusted stock photo

sites? 

 

Is attribution given when necessary?

 

Social Media
Are my social media accounts visible, easily

accessible and properly linked?

 

Search Engine Optimization
Is my site title and description properly

optimized for search engines?

 

Are my image file names (alt tags) properly

optimized for search engines?

 

Domain Name
Is my domain name easy to remember, easy to

spell, searchable and relevant?

 

Does my website  address include https:// ?

 

Mobile-Friendly
Is my site fully responsive and properly optimized

for smaller screens, tablets and mobile devices?

YES                    NEEDS WORK                    NO

Site Wide Criteria
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Message
Is my introductory statement compelling, and

easy to understand who I am, what I do and the

problems I solve? 

 

Is this statement included above the fold (before

a visitor starts to scroll)?

 

Images
Are my images of high quality?

 

Are sourced images from trusted stock photo

sites?

 

Is attribution given when necessary?

 

Call-to-Action
Have I included a clear call to action that directs

visitors to where I'd like them to go next?

 

Copy
Is my copy clear, easy to understand and written

with my target market in mind?

 

Links
Are all links visible and functioning properly?

 

Search Engine Optimization
Is my page title and description properly

optimized for search engines?

 

Are my image file names (alt tags) properly

optimized for search engines?

YES                    NEEDS WORK                    NO

Home Page Criteria
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Introduction
Does my introductory statement grab the

attention of visitors and speak directly to my target

market?

 

Copy
Does my written content include my core

values/mission?

 

Does it tell visitors who you I am, what I do, and

the problems I solve for my clients/customers?

 

Is it descriptive, compelling and written with my

target market in mind?

 

Images
Do I have at least one image of myself/my

team?

 

Are sourced images from trusted stock photo

sites, with attribution when necessary?

 

Call-to-Action
Have I included a clear call to action that directs

visitors to where I'd like them to go next?

 

Links
Are all links visible and functioning properly?

 

Search Engine Optimization
Is my page title and description properly

optimized for search engines?

 

Are my image file names (alt tags) properly

optimized for search engines?

YES                    NEEDS WORK                    NO

About Page Criteria
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Point of Contact
Do I have a fillable form that makes it easy for

visitors to get in touch with me?

 

Is my contact information clearly visible, easily

accessible, and linked properly?

 

Are all necessary social media accounts or third

party sites present and linked properly?

 

Images (If Included)
Are my images of high quality?

 

Are sourced images from trusted stock photo

sites, with attribution when necessary?

 

Call-to-Action
Have I included a clear call to action that directs

visitors to where I'd like them to go next?

 

Links
Are all links visible and functioning properly?

 

Search Engine Optimization
Is my page title and description properly

optimized for search engines?

 

Are my image file names (alt tags) properly

optimized for search engines?

YES                    NEEDS WORK                    NO

Contact Page Criteria
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Service Descriptions
Are my service descriptions clear, detailed, and

organized into packages? Have I included

pricing (if desired)?

 

Have I clearly defined the benefits of my

services?

 

Have I explained how my services solve

problems for my target market?

 

Do I have a clear description of my workflow,

including booking, how services work, etc. so

clients know what to expect?

 

Testimonials
Does this page highlight the experience of past

clients?

 

Have I included names, titles, images and links

associated with these past clients?

 

Images (If Included)
Are my images of high quality?

 

Are sourced images from trusted stock photo

sites, with attribution when necessary?

 

Call-to-Action
Have I included a clear call to action that directs

visitors to where I'd like them to go next?

 

 

YES                    NEEDS WORK                    NO

Service Page Criteria
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Links
Are all links visible and functioning properly?

 

Search Engine Optimization
Is my page title and description properly

optimized for search engines?

 

Are my image file names (alt tags) properly

optimized for search engines?

YES                    NEEDS WORK                    NO

Service Page Criteria
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Organization
Is my page well organized and easy for

potential clients to view examples of my work?

 

Does my work reflect and attract the types of

people I want to work with?

 

Are the images of my work of high quality and

give visitors the ability to zoom in for more

detail?

 

Testimonials
Does this page highlight the experience of past

clients?

 

Have I included names, titles, images and links

associated with these past clients?

 

Call-to-Action
Have I included a clear call to action that directs

visitors to where I'd like them to go next?

 

Links
Are all links visible and functioning properly?

 

Search Engine Optimization
Is my page title and description properly

optimized for search engines?

 

Are my image file names (alt tags) properly

optimized for search engines?

 

 

YES                    NEEDS WORK                    NO

Portfolio Page Criteria
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Content
Are my post titles relevant, searchable and

attention grabbing?

 

Is my content readable and structured with

headings, subheadings, bullet points and/or

numbered lists?

 

Have I selected high quality, relevant thumbnail

images for each of my blog posts?

 

Are related posts or additional posts clearly

linked at the bottom and within content? 

 

Social Sharing
Are my posts easy to share to various platforms?

 

Comments
Are they enabled and easy for visitors to access

and submit their thoughts or questions?

 

Links
Are all links visible and functioning properly?

 

Search Engine Optimization
Are my posts properly optimized for search

engines?

 

Are my image file names (alt tags) properly

optimized for search engines?

YES                    NEEDS WORK                    NO

Blog Page Criteria
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Content
Are my product descriptions clear, detailed,

organized into variants?

 

Have I included weight/measurements and

SKUs for physical items; or included

downloadable files for digital items?

 

Have I included pricing for each item?

 

Have I included high quality images that

showcase individual products and products in

use (if applicable)?

 

Managing Orders
Do I have appropriate payment processing

systems set up to receive payments from

customers/clients?

 

Have I set up domestic and international

shipping details and pricing for physical

products?

 

Do I have a return policy in place and clearly

outlined for both digital and physical products?

 

Call-to-Action
Have I included a clear call to action that directs

visitors to where I'd like them to go next?

 

Social Sharing
Are my posts easy to share to various platforms?

 

 

 

 

YES                    NEEDS WORK                    NO

Product Page Criteria
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Links
Are all links visible and functioning properly?

 

Search Engine Optimization
Is my page title and description properly

optimized for search engines?

 

Are my image file names (alt tags) properly

optimized for search engines?

 

 

 

 

YES                    NEEDS WORK                    NO

Product Page Criteria



need more help?
This guide outlines the exact criteria I look for when I conduct website audits for my

clients. If you’re not a fan of DIYing and want to hire a specialist to complete this

audit for you (and create a custom strategy plan to help you increase your

conversion rates), you can learn more about this service here.
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Be sure to follow me on social media to stay up to date!
@lotusmediadesigns_

LET'S CHAT!

If you need additional assistance with your website or would like to inquire about a

custom service, you can click the button below to get in touch with me!

https://www.lotusmediadesigns.com/client-form
https://www.lotusmediadesigns.com/client-form
https://www.lotusmediadesigns.com/client-form
http://www.facebook.com/lotusmediadesigns
http://www.instagram.com/lotusmediadesigns_
http://www.pinterest.com/lotusmediadesigns
http://www.youtube.com/c/howshedoesit
https://www.lotusmediadesigns.com/client-form
https://www.linkedin.com/in/elizabeth-sawchak/
https://www.lotusmediadesigns.com/client-form

